
  

Anchors Away

Repairing an antique radio with a successful hack.



  



  

The set was picking up on all bands but very weak 
signals. I thought maybe some new tubes would 
help. Be very careful with pulling and inserting 

black metal tubes that all look alike and have very 
similar numbers like 6sn7, 6sk7, 6sq7, 6sr7, etc. 

THEY ARE NOT INTERCHANGEABLE!



  

Problem was deeper than that. FB discussion 
group helped and I found 0 volts on the second rf 

stage plate.



  



  

Wire nuts in center is where I wired in a couple of 
transformers to replace the audio output 

transformer that shorted out long ago. It gave 
clear audio but not much volume. Two 6v6s in 
push pull should do better. I did get something 

that was a perfect match from an Ebay seller who 
knew his stuff.



  



  

It was a rat maze between the antenna input (left 
edge) and the mixer (v3) input in the upper right. 
Touching the mixer input brought in signals that 
were getting lost in the two rf stages and band 

switched coils across the schematic.



  



  

So v2 had zero plate. I had to find the resistor 
feeding B+ through the band switch wafers and 

coils leading to the tube plate, then find the short 
(about 300 ohm) that burned the resistor. A lot of 
divide and conquer led to the first coil connected 
to the plate. Of course it was totally inaccessible 
and inoperable. I thought I might snip out that coil 

and wind a few turns of my own. Then a better 
idea came to me!



  



  

Why the heck does all of that coil switching have 
to be done at 250 volts? I could just separate the 
plate from the coil, put a capacitor between them, 

and inject the B+ right at the plate.

It worked!
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